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Abstract—We introduce low-stretch trees to the visualization community with LSQT, our novel technique that uses quasi-trees for both
layout and edge bundling. Our method offers strong computational speed and complexity guarantees by leveraging the convenient
properties of low-stretch trees, which accurately reflect the topological structure of arbitrary graphs with superior fidelity compared to
arbitrary spanning trees. Low-stretch quasi-trees also have provable sparseness guarantees, providing algorithmic support for
aggressive de-cluttering of hairball graphs. LSQT does not rely on previously computed vertex positions and computes bundles based
on topological structure before any geometric layout occurs. Edge bundles are computed efficiently and stored in an explicit data
structure that supports sophisticated visual encoding and interaction techniques, including dynamic layout adjustment and interactive
bundle querying. Our unoptimized implementation handles graphs of over 100,000 edges in eight seconds, providing substantially
higher performance than previous approaches.
Index Terms—graph visualization, edge bundling, quasi-trees, low-stretch trees, networks.
F
1 INTRODUCTION
G RAPH visualization poses many challenges, most of whichbecome increasingly problematic as a graph’s size in-
creases [42]. One of the greatest challenges in graph visualization
occurs when a large graph display is too cluttered to interpret or
explore. Two main approaches for taming this graph complexity
problem, the so-called hairball problem, exist in the current vi-
sualization literature: first, developing novel layouts to find better
spatial positions for nodes and edges; second, developing novel
edge-bundling approaches to group edges together and reduce
visual clutter. These approaches have typically been approached
separately. Here, we introduce a technique that addresses both of
them.
In this work, we revisit the idea of quasi-trees, which had
previously been used only for graph layout, by showing their
utility for edge bundling. Intuitively, a quasi-tree is any tree
extracted from a graph that is used as a representative proxy for the
full graph. For example, one previous quasi-tree approach uses a
backbone of spanning tree edges as the skeleton for a graph layout,
where node positions are determined by a tree layout algorithm
and the edges included in the tree are straightforward to draw [35].
The non-tree edges, called remainder edges, are excluded from the
layout process that determines node positions but can be routed
according to the backbone of the tree, and can then be drawn or
hidden on demand. Our new idea is to use these remainder edges
to explicitly compute a data structure of bundles.
We accomplish these advances through the use of low-stretch
trees, a mathematical formalism that exposes underlying hierar-
chical structure in relational datasets [4]. Importantly, low-stretch
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trees can be used to find tree structure in any graph, even those that
do not have apparently tree-like characteristics. We propose low-
stretch trees as a useful tool for the graph visualization community,
and use them to help expand the reach of quasi-tree methods
beyond their previously limited scope of obviously tree-like sparse
graphs.
We offer two contributions to the graph visualization literature.
Our first contribution is the introduction of low-stretch trees for
graph visualization, which allows us to expand the scope of quasi-
tree methods beyond their previously assumed limits. Our second
contribution is the novel LSQT algorithm for bundling and layout
using low-stretch quasi-trees. The bundles are explicitly computed
from the graph topology before any geometric layout occurs. This
algorithm segments remainder edges into bundles using efficient
queries on paths within the quasi-tree, leading to algorithmic speed
and quality guarantees because the quasi-trees that it computes are
low-stretch. We demonstrate an implementation of this algorithm
in a simple proof-of-concept interactive viewer.
2 QUASI-TREE RATIONALE
We provide background on quasi-tree approaches to layout and
discuss the implications of extending these ideas to edge bundling.
2.1 Layout
Four major families of layout methods dominate the previous
graph visualization literature: force-directed [26], geographic [12],
cluster-based [14], [19], and adjacency matrix [23] views. A fifth
family of layout methods, quasi-trees, does exist but is currently
under-appreciated, with only a few examples in the existing
literature such as H3 [35], SPF [6], and the focus-based filtering
approach of Boutin et al. [11]. Quasi-tree layout methods extract a
hierarchical structure, specifically a spanning tree, from a general
graph. Every graph node is a tree node and edges are split into two
classes: backbone edges within the spanning tree (ET ), which are
used to drive the node layout, and remainder edges (ER), which
are all edges not in the tree. Formally, for a graph G = (V,E),
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2the remainder edges ER = E ET . For example, a previous two-
phase approach [35] first uses standard tree layout algorithms
to lay out all of the nodes and the backbone links, and then
routes the remainder edges in a second pass using the computed
node positions. An alternative is to use standard force-directed
placement for the entire graph [11].
The remainder edges will typically cause significant visual
clutter, since the resulting layout is not optimized to avoid those
edges crossing the backbone edges or the node positions. The
simple clutter mitigation strategies proposed in previous work
include interaction techniques where remainder edges are drawn
only on demand for the edges incident to a selected node or
subtree, and visual encoding techniques where remainder edges
are drawn differently from backbone edges [35].
Using a quasi-tree layout would be misleading for users if
the imposed hierarchical layout does not adequately capture the
graph’s true structure, because the clutter reduction strategies
would hide important information about that structure rather than
secondary details. Clearly quasi-tree layouts are suitable when
graphs have near-tree, sparse structure leading to only a small
proportion of remainder edges compared to backbone edges. Past
work by Archambault et al. [6] does propose quasi-tree layouts for
de-cluttering dense graphs in a “last-ditch” context where other
layout approaches result in uninterpretable hairball problems.
Inspired by the potential of quasi-trees to tame visual clutter, we
argue that these methods are a viable first choice when we use
low-stretch trees because they capture true structure even in graphs
that are not obviously trees. Our approach shows the suitability of
quasi-tree methods for de-cluttering a much larger class of graphs
than previously understood.
2.2 Bundling
Beyond layout, we argue that quasi-tree methods are viable
approaches to taming graph complexity with edge bundling. We
propose a novel bundling system, where backbone edges of a tree
are not bundled. Instead, only the remainder edges are bundled,
and we explicitly compute these bundles in order to store them
in a data structure that can be exploited by visual encoding and
interaction techniques. We subdivide the remainder edges into
segments, which can then be routed according to the existing
backbone edge structure. Segments with shared endpoints are
collected into bundles. We adopt the useful terminology of routing
graph from Bouts and Speckmann [13], meaning the scaffolding
for determining the position of the remainder edges.
Another implication of our quasi-tree approach to bundling
is that it allows the bundling computation to occur before any
geometric layout, because it is based only on the graph’s topology.
Our approach allows complete independence from the layout when
bundling: no initial geometric layout is required. This approach is
particularly suitable when a graph layout has not already been
computed, or an existing graph layout is either unintuitive (for
example, a geographic layout that is a mismatch for a topologically
focused task), or uninterpretable (for example, a hairball where the
geometry does not capture the topological detail). It is important
to note that our method is unsuitable if there is an existing graph
layout that captures useful structure in the data given an intended
task. In this case, previous methods that strive to preserve the
original layout [8], [30], [37] are a better choice.
Just as quasi-tree approaches to layout strongly prioritize
clutter removal, quasi-tree bundling approaches are an aggressive
approach to de-cluttering. They are similar in spirit to ink min-
imization edge bundling approaches [20], [27], which prioritize
de-cluttering. In contrast, other families of approaches such as
image-based or geometry-based bundling [13], [20], [38] have the
goal of preserving the original graph layout.
3 LOW-STRETCH QUASI-TREES
We define low-stretch trees and explain their properties, discuss
the algorithm for extracting them from a graph and its complexity,
and present an analysis of their suitability for our purposes.
3.1 Definition and Guarantees
Low-stretch trees have been developed in the theoretical computer
science community over the past twenty five years. They are
related to the notion of spanners, which have been studied in the
graph theory community for many decades [4]. A spanner can be
defined as a subgraph that approximately preserves edge distances.
Given a graph and a spanning tree, the stretch [4] is the ratio
between path length in the tree and path length in the original
graph. A low-stretch tree is a spanning tree that approximately
minimizes the stretch of edges on average. Such a tree provides
a desirable preservation of distance for the creation of a good
routing graph that is used to lay out the remainder edges. These
trees are the key objects underlying several recent breakthroughs
in spectral graph algorithms, such as maximum flow in near-linear
time [41], but they have yet to be exploited for graph visualization.
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(a) Original graph G, with
comparison edge e = (u,v)
highlighted
u
v
(b) Tree T with sT (e) = 6,
sT (G) = 28/11
u
v
(c) Tree T with sT (e) = 2,
sT (G) = 17/11
Fig. 1: Comparison between trees with poor (high) and good
(low) stretch, respectively.
Figure 1 gives an example of two spanning trees: one with
poor (large) stretch, and one with good (small) stretch. For graph
G = (V,E), the stretch of an edge e = (u,v)∈E in tree T is defined
as:
sT (e) = dT (u,v)
where dT (u,v) is the path length from u to v in T . The overall
stretch of G is defined as:
sT (G) =
1
|E| ∑e∈E
sT (e)
Low-stretch trees are considerably more effective at capturing
the structure of general graphs than typical spanning trees. Their
power can be illustrated through a simple example in Figure 2.
Consider a square grid graph, or mesh, with n vertices. Arbitrary
3spanning trees generally do a poor job of capturing the structure
of this graph, as in the example of the comb shaped tree in Figure
3a. For any vertical edge in the right half of the grid, the endpoints
of that edge are at distance 1 in the original graph, but they are
at distance Ω(
√
n) in the tree because the unique path through
the tree connecting those two vertices traverses all the way to the
left-most column. It is by no means obvious whether any subtree
of the grid graph can have substantially better stretch. Alon et
al. [4] pointed out that the grid contains a fractal-like subtree
with stretch O(logn), shown in Figure 2b, that is reminiscent
of Hilbert’s space-filling curve [24]. They also show that the
logarithm is necessary: every spanning tree of an n-vertex square
grid has stretch Ω(logn). Therefore, low-stretch trees provide an
opportunity to vastly improve utility of quasi-tree based methods
due to provable guarantees of minimizing structural discrepancies.
(a) A spanning tree. (b) Low-stretch spanning tree,
as shown in Alon et al. [4].
Fig. 2: Comparison between an arbitrary spanning tree and a low-
stretch spanning tree for an 8-by-8 grid graph.
3.2 Extracting Low-Stretch Trees From a Graph
In order to extract a low-stretch tree from an existing graph,
we can simply use the existing algorithm from Alon et al. [4].
This algorithm performs an iterative coarsening process in order
to compute the low-stretch tree. At each step of the algorithm,
vertices are partitioned into clusters. Each of these clusters has
low topological diameter. Next, a shortest-paths spanning tree is
computed for each cluster. The edges from these trees are added
to an (initially empty) low-stretch tree, and each cluster is then
contracted into a meta-vertex. Edges are then added to represent
connections between vertices in different clusters. The algorithm
then iterates on this new multigraph.
3.3 Complexity Analysis
The low-stretch tree construction algorithm from Alon et al. [4]
runs in time O(m logn), where m=|E| and n=|V |. The tree is guar-
anteed to have low average stretch: exp(O(
√
logn log logn)) =
O(n0.01). Note that n0.01 is very small: it is 1.12 for a graph of one
million vertices. Other methods with better theoretical guarantees
are known [1], [16], but their algorithms are not practical to
implement. A new method claims to have faster running time of
O(m logn log logn) [2], but it is unclear whether this approach is
practical. Regardless, any method can be substituted to compute
the low-stretch tree in this step, provided there are guarantees on
the stretch of the resulting tree.
3.4 Assessing Bundle Quality
Computing a low-stretch quasi-tree backbone addresses two re-
quirements for edge bundling proposed in previous work [13],
[38]: short paths are desirable when bundling edges and sparsity
is important for spanners used to route edge bundles. As we
explain in Section 3.1, low-stretch trees offer provable path-
shortness guarantees, addressing the first criterion, and our LSQT
algorithmic approach is provably sparse compared to arbitrary
spanners, addressing the second one.
4 RELATED WORK
Our algorithm combines the previously distinct spaces of graph
layout and bundling approaches, and introduces low-stretch trees
to the visualization literature.
4.1 Layout
Quasi-tree layouts have received only limited attention in the
previous work; they have not even been considered a major cate-
gory by previous graph visualization surveys [34], [36]. An early
example is the interactive H3 system [35] that extracts a spanning
tree from a general graph and uses it for layout. The backbone
edges are drawn at all times using fully custom tree layout that
exploits the mathematical properties of hyperbolic geometry. The
remainder edges can be toggled on or off for individual nodes, all
nodes within a subtree, or the entire graph. Boutin et al. [11] use
the combination of filtering and clustering to extract a “tree-like
graph” and use that quasi-tree either to guide a standard force-
directed layout algorithm or as input for their customized multi-
level silhouette tree layout. The LGL system uses a spanning tree
as a skeleton to guide their variant of force-directed layout for
general graphs [3]. The multi-stage static SPF layout algorithm [6]
uses an input spanning tree as an initial skeleton in an extended
version of LGL at one of its stages.
Bourqui and Auber [10] use a more sophisticated clustering-
based approach to extracting quasi-tree structure from a graph in
order to draw large quasi-trees at higher quality than SPF. Giot
and Bourqui [22] introduce more efficient algorithms for both
extracting appropriate quasi-tree structure and a custom bottom-
up area-aware layout. These two algorithms are similar to our
own work since they both include a final bundling stage to reduce
clutter, based on Holten’s HEB approach [25]. Although they do
combine layout and bundling for quasi-trees, their fundamental
emphasis is on bundling to improve the layout of quasi-trees in
specific, whereas ours is to use quasi-trees to drive a bundling
algorithm for general graphs.
4.2 Bundling
Edge bundling approaches fall into three major families: image-
based, geometry-based, and cost-based bundling. Image-based
bundling [17], [43] uses processes like splatting and shape skele-
tonization on previously computed bundling layouts (from either
cost-based or geometry-based approaches) to build new shaded
shapes used for visualizing each set of edges. Geometry-based
bundling [15], [39] employs spatial decomposition using spatial
data structures such as quadtrees, uniform or non-uniform grids,
or triangle meshes to determine the shape and curve of the edges
in the display. Cost-based bundling [20], [28] is named based
on the metaphor of saving the cost of ink, and more generally
includes all energy minimization approaches. LSQT falls into
4this category. The shapes of the edges are determined by the
cost of ink, or energy, it will take to draw the edges. Multilevel
agglomerative edge bundling (MINGLE) [21] is one example of
an ink-saving strategy. Force-directed edge bundling methods [26]
are all examples of energy minimization approaches, which focus
on reducing the spring energy associated with the models used to
draw a given system [21]. Cost-based approaches typically aim
for aggressive de-cluttering over maintaining the interpretability
of the existing spatial topology.
Three cost-based approaches are most similar to our own. One
is the seminal edge bundling proposal, Hierarchical Edge Bundling
(HEB) [25], which does not rely on an existing layout; we call
this property layout agnostic. Surprisingly, despite the enormous
amount of followup work on edge bundling, no later methods
extended this aspect of the work. Instead, the many examples [13],
[17], [20], [27], [28], [31], [38], [39] of subsequent methods for
bundling are in the category we call layout first, where they rely
on an existing layout in order to compute bundles. To the best of
our knowledge we are the first to continue exploring the benefits of
layout-agnostic approach, which avoids the computational expense
of a preprocessing step to create an initial graph layout and
allows users to explore multiple possible layout approaches for
the underlying quasi-tree structure without the need to recompute
bundles.
Kernel Density Estimation Edge Bundling (KDEEB) [28] is a
cost-based layout-first approach that improved upon several docu-
mented computational complexity issues with other algorithms for
general graphs by providing a robust and simple approach, with an
implementation that performs faster than most other algorithms.
Edges are advected along a density map to create a layout with
smooth and well-separated bundles. The visual results are notably
different than many other edge bundling approaches, so direct
comparison to previous methods is difficult. The authors argue
that a useful quality heuristic is to have areas of clear separation
between high-density bundles where the edges are densely packed,
given the goal of minimizing ink [28]. Our LSQT approach takes
a similarly aggressive approach to de-cluttering, and also yields
results quite visually different from previous methods.
Clustered Edge Routing (CER) [13] is also a cost-based,
layout-first approach. It is the most similar approach to LSQT
in terms of using a sophisticated mathematical formalism to
compute spanners, well-separated pair decomposition, in order
to achieve aggressive de-cluttering of graph visualizations. The
authors quantify several desirable properties of a routing graph,
and two of them can be applied to our layout-agnostic approach:
sparsity is crucial for routing graphs, and the shortest path between
two vertices in the routing graph should not be much longer
than their direct connection in the graph. In our work, we use
these properties as guidelines for the characterization of desirable
properties of spanners for bundle routing. Specifically, our low-
stretch spanning tree has provable guarantees of sparsity that are
stronger than the limited guarantees provided by their method of
computing spanners: to preserve distance with a multiplicative
factor O(t), it is known that Ω(n1+1/t) edges are needed [5]. Also,
the complexity of their method is O(n2 logn); we have clear speed
advantages, in that both the computational complexity and the
empirical performance of our algorithm are superior.
4.3 Low-Stretch Trees
The mathematical formalism of low-stretch trees [4] arose in
the theoretical computer science community where it has been
applied to the construction of spanners, but has not been previously
introduced in the visualization or graph drawing literature.
5 QUASI-TREE BUNDLING ALGORITHM
Our method computes bundles directly, without relying on the
geometry of vertices or edges. We route edges through a tree to
determine both edge segmentation and bundle membership. The
algorithm consists of two steps: routing graph generation, where
the spanning tree is computed; and edge routing, where edges are
segmented and bundles are formed. We first detail how to segment
remainder edges, and then explain how our process allows for
subsequently efficient path queries in the routing process. Finally,
we present a complexity analysis for LSQT.
5.1 Efficient Segmentation
We will use a low-stretch tree as our routing graph for bundling.
We compute this tree using the algorithm proposed by Alon et
al. [4]. It performs an iterative coarsening process in order to
compute the low-stretch tree. We subdivide each remainder edge
into segments that follow the backbone quasi-tree vertex structure.
We bundle only these remainder edges, and each remainder edge
is represented by an ordered list of segments. This process is
illustrated in Figure 3.
At each step of the algorithm, the vertices of the graph are
partitioned into clusters such that each cluster has low topological
diameter. A shortest-paths spanning tree is then computed for
each cluster, and the edges from these trees are added to the
(initially empty) low-stretch tree. Each cluster is then contracted
into a meta-vertex, and edges are added to represent connections
between vertices in different clusters. The result is a multigraph,
where a single node may share multiple edges. This multigraph
contains only quasi-tree edges, where the nodes are vertices from
the original graph. The multigraph is used to create bundles,
which are simply defined as a set of two or more segments with
the same endpoints. LSQT then iterates on this new multigraph.
Segments in the same bundle are referred to as bundle neighbors.
The construction of these segments is thus purely topological and
does not depend on geometric layout.
To perform segmentation and bundling efficiently, we query
u-v paths in our spanning tree T . We need a fast subroutine to
handle this procedure. A naı¨ve approach is to simply perform
breadth-first search, but that would require Θ(|V |) time per query.
Since Ω(|ER|) queries are needed, where ER are the remainder
edges, this approach requires Ω(|V | · |ER|) time. Instead, we will
use a two-phase approach that pre-processes the graph in linear
time, but can then perform queries in time proportional to the
length of the returned path (which is optimal, as the path itself
is returned). Performing such a query for every remainder edge
in ER requires time O(sT (G) · |ER|), which is small since T is a
low-stretch tree.
This subroutine can be easily implemented as follows. The
pre-processing step simply roots the tree at an arbitrary vertex and
directs all edges towards the root. Then, to find a u-v path in T ,
step in parallel from each of u and v towards the root, marking the
nodes along the way. The first marked vertex encountered on either
path is the lowest common ancestor `, and the time to identify it
is proportional to the length of the u-v path. The path through
the tree is then the concatenation of paths u-` and `-v, and the
segmentation of (u,v) is this path. This process is illustrated in
Figure 4. Once the u-v paths have been computed for each (u,v),
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Fig. 3: LSQT bundling algorithm. A low-stretch tree T = (V,ET ) is computed for use as a routing graph. Segmentation is performed by
routing edges through this tree, as illustrated in Figure 4. Bundles are then formed from groups of segments sharing the same endpoints
as edges in ET . (a) Original graph G, where colour and dash style are used to differentiate edges. (b) Routing tree T . (c) Result showing
three bundles, where segments have the same visual encoding as above.
x
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Fig. 4: LSQT routing algorithm. The tree T = (V,ET ) is rooted at an arbitrary vertex in order to speed up queries, which then only
need to find the lowest common ancestor between two vertices. (a) Original (unrooted) tree T . (b) T rooted at arbitrary vertex x. (c)
To find the path from u to v in T , we find their lowest common ancestor, `, by climbing up the tree. The path from u to v is then the
concatenation of paths u-` and `-v.
bundles are formed such that all segments that have the same
endpoints are bundle neighbours.
5.2 Complexity Analysis
The query time to identify the least common ancestor (LCA) is
proportional to path length. As stated in Section 3.3, the time to
compute the low-stretch tree is O(m logn) where m=|E| and n=|V |.
As observed above, the total time for querying the low-stretch
paths for every remainder edge in ER requires time O(sT (G) ·
|ER|) = O(m∗n0.01).
6 VISUAL ENCODING AND INTERACTION POSSI-
BILITIES
In this section, we discuss a proof-of-concept viewer to demon-
strate visual encoding possibilities enabled by the LSQT algo-
rithm. We take advantage of the key assets of our bundling
algorithm when designing the visual encodings for LSQT: namely,
that it does not require a pre-determined layout, and that it creates
the data abstraction of bundles that are directly accessible through
their own data structure. The viewer supports interactive queries
of the bundle structure, and also allows arbitrary layout adjustment
through dragging.
6.1 Quasi-Tree Layout Approaches
Because LSQT computes bundles before layout, we can position
the vertices in any way we choose. For example, we can use
any layout for the low-stretch tree backbone. Figure 5a and
Figure 5b show a proof-of-concept viewer using two popular
layout approaches: the standard force-directed graph layout that is
built into D3 [9], and the standard Reingold-Tilford tree drawing
approach [40]. Future work could use any previously proposed
or custom-designed tree drawing approach, since the LSQT back-
bone is itself a tree.
6.2 Encoding and Interaction
In addition to the layout, there are remaining design choices for
visual encoding and interaction.
6.2.1 Bundle Visual Encoding
We draw bundles explicitly, both independently from and in
combination with individual drawing of remainder edges. Figure 6
shows the different visual encoding options for bundles and edges.
Bundles are depicted by straight lines with tapered endpoints and
varying thickness, as shown in Figure 6a. The thickness of bundles
varies in proportion with bundle size (the number of segments in
a bundle). Individual edges are drawn as splines, as shown in
Figure 6b. The control points for the spline of edge (u,v) are
the endpoints of its segments, which correspond to the vertices
in the u-v path in T . This approach is similar to the method of
HEB [25]. Bundles and edges can also be drawn simultaneously,
where distinct perceptual layers are created by adjusting opacity.
Figure 6c and Figure 6d show the difference between having
bundles and remainder edges as the foreground layer.
6.2.2 Interaction Idiom Examples
In our proof-of-concept viewer, vertices can be re-positioned by
the user with interactive dragging, without the need to re-run
the edge bundling algorithm. Previous bundling methods would
not support this style of interaction because their bundling is
6(a) Force-directed layout
(b) Radial Reingold-Tilford layout
Fig. 5: Comparison between two common vertex layout possibili-
ties for the LSQT routing graph T .
dependent on a static and pre-computed layout. The viewer also
supports interactive exploration of the mapping between edges
and bundles. Figure 7a shows hovering over a bundle in order to
highlight all edges belonging to that bundle in the viewer. Figure
Figure 7b shows single edges individually highlighted on hover.
6.2.3 Visual Layering
Users can choose to display one of three modes: bundles alone,
remainder edges alone, or a combination of bundles and remain-
der edges simultaneously. Distinct perceptual layers are created
by adjusting the opacity when drawing bundles/backbones and
remainder edges simultaneously. Additionally, users can switch
between bundles and remainder edges as the foreground layer.
(a) Bundles only (b) Remainder edges only
(c) Bundles foreground (d) Remainder edges fore-
ground
Fig. 6: Examples of visual encoding options for LSQT.
(a) Hovering over a bundle
highlights edges in that bundle
(b) Hovering over an individual
edge highlights that edge
Fig. 7: Comparing bundle querying and edge querying.
7 RESULTS
We present results using datasets that have been used in previous
work; we chose them to enable comparisons between existing
methods, based on their popularity in cited literature and diversity
among layout and bundling style. Table 1 lists the five graphs,
along with size statistics (number of vertices and edges) and a
brief description.
dataset |V | |E| Description
Flare 220 708 Software hierarchy1
Poker 859 2127 Poker game graph3
Email 1133 5451 Email interchange4
Yeast 2224 6609 Protein interaction4
Wiki 7066 100736 Wikipedia elections4
TABLE 1: Graph statistics for datasets used in this paper.
dataset |V | |E| LSQT Bundle Draw Total
Flare 220 708 0.022 0.005 0.032 0.060
Poker 859 2127 0.082 0.026 0.108 0.216
Email 1133 5451 0.180 0.053 0.283 0.516
Yeast 2224 6609 0.247 0.070 0.342 0.659
Wiki 7066 100736 4.275 1.010 2.782 8.067
TABLE 2: Performance statistics of LSQT. Running time is in
seconds, and is averaged over 100 runs.
77.1 Implementation
LSQT is implemented in Python and JavaScript, using D3 [9] for
drawing. Our code is open-source and available at https://github.
com/rebvan/lsqt. Our proof of concept viewer can be found at
https://lsqt-vis.herokuapp.com. All results in this paper are from
runs on a MacBook Pro with a 2.6 GHz Intel Core i7 and 16 GB
of 1600 MHz DDR3 RAM.
7.2 Computational Performance
Table 2 shows performance statistics of LSQT, breaking down
the total computation time into three phases: computing the low-
stretch backbone, computing the bundles and their data structure,
and drawing the graph using the standard D3 force-directed
drawing. Running times for LSQT range from 0.06 seconds for a
graph with over 700 edges to just over 8 seconds for graph of over
10,000 edges. On this large graph, the MINGLE paper reports a
running time of 18.4 seconds, albeit on an older architecture [21];
it is the fastest previous method, and we achieve competitive
performance with our proof-of-concept implementation that uses
an unoptimized scripting languages. In contrast, MINGLE is
implemented in C using OpenGL on a GPU, leading us to believe
that LSQT speed could be substantially improved with a GPU port
or simple optimization techniques.
7.3 Qualitative Layout Comparison
In this section, we qualitatively compare visual encodings com-
puted with LSQT to encodings of the same data from five previous
bundling and layout methods, as shown in Figure 8. Four of
the methods are layout-first, and we directly show images from
those previous papers: KDEEB [28], CER [13], MINGLE [21],
SBEB [18]. For the fifth method, the layout-agnostic HEB [25],
we created a screenshot using the D3 package that implements this
algorithm.
The visual results of LSQT are layouts that closely follow
the spanning tree backbones. The Wiki and Yeast datasets are
examples where previous methods also lead to roughly tree-like
structure in the bundled graphs. The Wiki dataset is shown in
Figure 8a with a SBEB layout and in Figure 8b with LSQT, and the
Yeast dataset is shown in 8c with a MINGLE layout and in Figure
8d with LSQT. For both datasets, there is a clear core section
that is more dense than the branching structure in periphery in
both layouts, so the high-level gist of the structure is qualitatively
similar. For the lower-level detail, the LSQT layout provides more
visual separation for the leaves of the tree at the periphery, and
the SBEB and MINGLE layouts provides more emphasis on the
interconnections within the core segment.
The Email dataset is shown in Figure 8e with a CER layout
and Figure 8f with a LSQT layout. The CER layout emphasizes
mesh-like structure, in contrast to the tree-like emphasis of LSQT.
The question of which layout is a more appropriate method would
depend on the task at hand. Finally, the Flare dataset is shown
in Figure 8g with a HEB layout. Figure 8h shows it with LSTB,
and Figure 8i is a zoom where the one-hop neighbors of a target
node are highlighted with red edges and labels for the directly
1. https://gist.github.com/mbostock/1044242
2. https://github.com/upphiminn/d3.ForceBundle/tree/master/example/bundling data
3. Courtesy of A. Telea [28]
4. http://yifanhu.net/GALLERY/GRAPHS/
adjacent nodes. This dataset contains a software package hierarchy
where edges represent imports of one package from another. While
the low-stretch tree used as a routing graph is not the original
package hierarchy, we can see from the package names that
similar packages are still clustered together, and hovering over
edge bundles makes it easy to see which packages call each other.
8 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
LSQT offers promising performance guarantees compared with
existing edge-bundling methods. Our simple, unoptimized proof-
of-concept implementation of LSQT was able to handle fairly
large datasets, up to 7,000 nodes and 100,000 edges, and achieved
competitive performance with the fastest previous method. An
interesting area for future work would be to adapt our proposed
algorithm to exploit GPU parallelism to achieve even better
performance.
LSQT shares some of the strengths and weaknesses of the
KDEEB [28] method through the choice to aggressively de-clutter
the graph rather than preserve the gist of an exisiting layout; they
argue for considering bundle separation as a useful way to assess
the visual quality of the resulting layout, and LSQT is also suc-
cessful by this measure. To go further, our technique enables novel
and interesting visual inspection of topological graph structure,
rather than geometric structure. While a single LSQT view may
be useful for exploratory tasks, we also see potential utility for
side-by-side views where a LSQT view is combined with other
views showing geometric structure created using other techniques.
Visualizations comparing topological and geometric approaches to
bundling have not been explicitly investigated in past work, and
could inspire new exploratory user tasks.
We call for more layout-agnostic approaches to edge bundling.
Surprisingly, the idea of building bundles based on logical topol-
ogy rather than a previously computed geometric layout has been
neglected by all of the subsequent work following the original
HEB paper [25]. While a layout-agnostic approach is not suitable
for all tasks, it is well suited for many topology-centered ques-
tions. Previous graph-oriented task taxonomies [32] do distinguish
between tasks that require understanding topological structure and
those that focus on the geometric structure of a particular layout.
It will be exciting future work to conduct a formal user
evaluation of LSQT, possibly in concert with identifying specific
user tasks that would benefit the most from this approach. Since
LSQT is particularly flexible with regards to layout selection, it
could be used for exploratory visual inspection when the choice of
layout is not clear in advance, perhaps due to a lack of knowledge
about the tasks.
More broadly, we hope to see more future work that addresses
the potential of quasi-trees for both layout and bundling, and
that considers using low-stretch trees in other graph visualization
contexts.
At the core of the LSTQ algorithm, alternative approaches
to sparsifiers might bear fruit as better routing graphs for edge
bundling. New approaches such as Kolla et al. [29] compute
ultrasparsifiers, which have n+ o(n) edges. Additional work by
Lee and Sun [33] improves upon the prior sparsification result by
Batson et al. [7] with a near-linear time algorithm. Both of these
approaches could potentially be used to improve the speed and
quality of LSQT.
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Fig. 8: Comparison between previous methods and LSQT.
99 CONCLUSION
We have introduced low-stretch trees as a mathematical formalism
that is useful in a graph drawing context, and used them as
the basis for the new LSQT algorithm that handles both layout
and edge bundling with a quasi-tree approach that emphasizes
a spanning tree extracted from the graph. We argue that quasi-
tree methods are appropriate for a broader class of problems
than previously understood, due to the remarkable properties of
low-stretch trees that capture with very minimal distortion the
underlying structure of graphs that do not appear to be tree-like
at first glance. While previous bundling methods are layout-first,
we introduce a way to use the topological features of the graph
in order to compute a low-stretch tree, which we then use to
route edges without relying on any previously computed geometric
layout. Our bundling method is fast and simple to implement, and
provides algorithmic support for sophisticated visual encodings
and interactivity.
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